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About Me
My name is Brittany Shanahan and 

I’m studying Journalism at Swinburne 

University. Yes, that’s right, it’s not a 

typo. Photography wasn’t offered to 

students at my university so I chose to 

enrol as a cross-institutional student at 

RMIT.

Prior to the course, I had completed 

Year 12 photography but I haven’t 

completed any other photographic 

subjects. I thoroughly enjoyed the year 

12 unit. I found that after its completion 

I wanted to not only learn more about 

photography but about my own DSLR. 

I was frustrated with the poor quality 

images I was producing from my point 

and shoot camera, I purchased a DSLR. 
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I wanted to have the ability to utilise my 

camera beyond its automatic settings. 

Although I could learn everything from 

starting with google, I wanted to further 

my studies and be able to ask questions, 

understand concepts and form my own 

opinions. I don’t feel I could’ve achieved 

this without enrolling into Photography for 

the Technologist. 

I feel that Photography for the 

Technologist has enhanced my 

knowledge of camera settings and the  

impact the environment has to enable 

me to be the best photographer I can be, 

despite entering the class two weeks late 

due to university administration difficulties 

and departing the class four weeks prior 

to the due date because of a scheduled 

family holiday.  
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Equipment

Camera:

Canon EOS 600D

Lenses:

Canon 18 - 55mm f3.5

Canon 55 - 250mm f3.5

Canon 85mm f1.8

Canon fisheye 15mm f2.8

Accessories:

Tripod

Hardware:

Apple Macbook 13” computer 

Software:

Lightroom

iPhoto



Still Life 
Technical Investigations

assignment one
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Introduction
For our Still Life assignment we were 
required to investigate basic, yet pivotal 
camera controls and develop a better 
understanding of their impact on the 
outcome of a photograph. 

According to the brief, we were to setup 
a pleasing arrangement on a flat surface 
including at least five items that varied 
in tone, colour, shape and texture at 
varying distances from the camera. We 
were not to post produce any images. 
The investigations included; Exposure 
and 18% Grey, Focus and Resolution, 
Depth Of Field and Aperture, Image 
Noise and ISO, White Balance.  

For each investigation I chose a different 
setup because I wanted to learn how the 
different technical variations effected the 
arrangement. Next time, I would chose to 
stick with one interesting arrangement as 
opposed to varying ones. My approach 
did help my understanding but having 
the one arrangement would’ve been 
less time consuming and easer to see 
the difference between the technical 
variations with the same environmental 
conditions. 

It was pivotal to understand this 
assignment. It enables greater control 
over the outcome of your photographs, 
which is what you need to produce 
quality images.  
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Investigation into 
Exposure and 18% Grey
For this investigation I chose to 
strategically place these vases on a 
table, with varying colours and shapes to 
ensure I was able to explore the different 
possible exposures. 

In all three images, the f-stop remains 
the same but the shutter speed changes. 
The same amount of light is bouncing 
through the camera to its sensor but the 
amount of time it’s allowed to ‘bounce’, is 
dependent on the shutter speed in each 
image. 

In the first image, I believe it’s a little 
over-exposed. It’s difficult to retain all 
detail in the navy blue vase without 
blowing out the white vase and light grey 
background.    

In the second and third image, they were 
both over-exposed, resulting in a loss 
of detail in the darker vases. A shadow 
is casted over the inside edge but the 
reflection of the lighter vases becomes 
more prominent the more it is over-
exposed because of the external natural 
light entering the room via the window.

It’s important to get exposure right 
(shutter speed and aperture) in a 
photograph because detail can be lost by 
either over or under exposing an image. 

Original:  1/8, f4, 18mm, ISO400

Original:  1/30, f4, 18mm, ISO400

Original:  1/60, f4, 18mm, ISO400
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Investigation into 
Focus and Resolution
For this investigation I chose to place the 
coffee cup, magazines (with small text) 
and reading glasses in front of a detailed 
background to ensure we were able to 
explore focus and resolution in these 
images.

Through these three photographs, I 
explored different focus modes on my 
camera at slightly different EFL to see 
how much of the image would stay in 
focus and how much wouldn’t. 

In the first image I chose Single AF 
because my objects were static and 
placed at the centre of the frame. This 
retained all detail (even small text and 
wood detail) as seen below. 

In the second and third image I chose 
continuous AF at different focal lengths. 
The edges of the image were still blurred 
(as seen below) because the camera 
was focusing on the centre of the image 
assuming the objects were moving and 
it wanted to retain the detail in the centre 
of the image rather than the edges. 

What I discovered with AF modes is that 
you have to be careful which setting you 
choose and make sure it matches with 
the movement of your subject to avoid 
blurry images when they aren’t wanted. 

Original:  1/80, f11, 28mm, ISO100

Original:  1/80, f11, 23mm, ISO100

Original:  1/80, f10, 25mm, ISO100
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Investigation into 
Depth Of Field and 
Aperture
In this investigation I setup the different 
cutlery, apple, plate and table runner 
to explore the concept of DOF and 
aperture.

I’ve realised through this exploration that 
keeping a wide aperture is detrimental 
to image quality when you want a larger 
depth of field.

As can be seen in the three images, 
the wider the focal length, the wider 
the depth of field, and as focal length 
increases, the reach of the depth of field 
decreases.

These three images aren’t perfect 
examples of the effect aperture has on 
DOF but these three images show how 
your perspective changes the closer you 
are to your subject. 

In the first image the apple and the 
plate look smaller than the set of cutlery 
before them. In the second image 
the two look like they’re of similar 
proportions but in the third image, the 
cutlery look smaller than the plate in front 
of them. 

Shortening the focal length makes the 
depth of field deeper and increasing 
the focal length makes the depth of 
field shallower, which is important to 
understand in photography, especially 
prior to our Etihad assignment. 

Original:  1/40, f5.6, 18mm, ISO400

Original:  1/40, f5.6, 32mm, ISO400

Original:  1/40, f5.6, 50mm, ISO400
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Investigation into 
Image Noise and ISO
In this investigation I setup, cooking 
books, a chopping board, a knife and an 
apron to explain the impact of ISO and 
image noise. 

In each of the three images I have 
adjusted the ISO levels and kept all other 
settings the same. 

In the first image, I set the ISO to 
800, which allowed me to shoot in a 
dark environment without a flash but 
the downfall of that was image noise 
appeared in the image far more than the 
lower ISO settings. 

In the second image I set the ISO to 
400 and whilst the image was noticeably 
darker, there was far less image noise.
 
In the third image I set my ISO to 200, 
which produced a very dark image, but 
there was no image noise. 

What I discovered is, the higher the ISO 
setting, the more image noise will appear 
in the image and it will then decrease the 
image quality. In order to preserve image 
quality, it’s better to shoot at a lower ISO 
setting and increase aperture and/or 
shutter speed slightly.  

Original:  1/30, f4, 24mm, ISO800

Original:  1/30, f4, 24mm, ISO400

Original:  1/30, f4, 24mm, ISO200
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Investigation into 
White Balance
In this investigation I setup an 
aesthetically pleasing arrangement of 
light coloured objects to explore the 
concept of white balance. 

I felt that this arrangement would best 
showcase the effect white balance has 
on an image. White Balance needs to 
be correct in order to obtain accurate 
colours in your images. 

In my first image I set my white 
balance to fluorescent. This pre-set 
compensated for the greenish-blue light 
of a flourescent light and warmed up the 
shot. 

In my second image I used automatic 
white balance to see what my camera 
would identify as correct white balance. 
It was very close but in future I will make 
sure I custom my white balance to make 
sure I get the perfect colour every time 
and not rely on the camera’s sensors to 
tell me.  

In my third image I set my white balance 
to tungsten. This pre-set attempts to 
replicate the lighting conditions under an 
incandescent light and cooled the image 
colours down. 

AWB:  1/30, f3.5, 20mm, ISO800

Fluorescent WB

Tungsten WB
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This image didn’t fit the brief because 
it didn’t include at least 5 objects but I 
wanted to explore exposure and ISO in 
different environmental conditions and in 
what I believe is a more interesting still 
life. 

In all three images, the f-stop remains 
the same but the shutter speed and 
ISO changes. I needed a higher shutter 
speed because the wind was moving the 
shoe laces that draped over the step. 
In order to have that in focus, I chose 
to shoot at 1/125. Similar to when I was 
shooting inside, I experienced more 
image noise the higher my ISO was. I 
wanted to have good image quality so, 
as stated previously, to retain the quality 
I dropped the ISO. 

Original:  1/125, f5.6, 28mm, ISO200

Original:  1/100, f5.6, 24mm, ISO400

Original:  1/100, f5.6, 24mm, ISO800
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These are additional images I chose to 
include in my exploration of DOF and 
aperture. 

These images show, although my focal 
length hasn’t changed, the closer I get 
to the image, the more destorted the 
perception becomes. 

In the first and third image, the object 
sitting on the tin box appears to be much 
larger than the objects behind them and 
a lot closer. 

In the second image, the objects have 
stayed in the same distance from the 
camera but more slightly to the right. It 
appears that they are much further away 
from the object than what they actually 
are.

Once again, shortening the focal length 
makes the depth of field deeper and 
increasing the focal length makes the 
depth of field shallower. 

Original:  1/40, f5.6, 18mm, ISO400

Original:  1/40, f5.6, 18mm, ISO400

Original:  1/40, f5.6, 18mm, ISO400
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This image was my first attempt at still 
life without any research being done, 
which was clearly evident. 

I had met the brief in terms of objects 
required, different shapes and colours 
but failed to set them up in a way I could 
explore technical variations. 

Original:  1/10, f7.1, 30mm, ISO800
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Self Portraiture
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Introduction
For our Snapshot assignment we were 
required to take ten images of ourselves 
or get someone to take the images. This 
was to get used to having the camera 
pointed at us, begin operating camera 
controls and to emphasise the editing 
stage of making a photograph. 

I found it an uncomfortable experience to 
be honest because I’m not use to having 
the camera pointed at me and I became 
very self-conscious. I eventually got 
over that awkwardness and decided to 
embrace being photographed and I think 
that showed in my images.  

We weren’t allowed to edit images in 
camera or on the computer but it made 
me realise how valuable the editing 
stage is. 

I did try to reveal something about 
myself, this happy girl on the outside 
that has experienced hardship that 
very few people are aware of. I think I 
was successful in my final image that I 
produced and I believe it’s aesthetically 
pleasing. I rate my effort for this 
assignment a 6/10. 
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I really like this image. It’s the only one 
in this assignment that I love of me. I feel 
it’s an interesting and different way to 
capture happiness. I strongly believe that 
light dramatically impacts the mood of an 
image and it’s certainly the case with this 
image. 

Although I believe this is my most 
successful image in this chapter, it could 
still have been improved by having my 
head turned more towards the camera. 
Unfortunatley I wasn’t aware of this 
because the camera was sitting on a 
tripod while I posed for the photo.This 
highlights the importance of providing 
your subjects with direction during the 
portraiture assignment.

 

Original:  1/30, f3.5, 20mm, ISO800
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In this image, I was playing with my 
fisheye lens without a tripod because I 
wanted to be able to capture most of my 
face, unlike the previous image. 

This image isn’t my most successful 
because of the distortion fisheye lens’ 
give but I believe it’s aesthetically 
pleasing and reveals an emotion that I 
wasn’t expecting to capture. Technically, 
ISO was too high and image noise was 
present but next time I would drop the 
ISO and make sure more light was 
beaming through the window the next 
time I was to shoot the image. 

The images on the opposite page were 
my unsuccessful images. 
The first image was unsuccessful 
because the aperture number was too 
high and the ISO was too low. both 
needed to be changed. 
The second and third images were 
unsuccessful because the fisheye lens 
distorted the size of my head too much. 

Original:  1/30, f3.5, 20mm, ISO800
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I decided to include this image, although 
it doesn’t fit the brief. It shows a 
unique moment between my dog and 
I. It’s a genuine reaction to each others 
presence that isn’t forced or posed. It’s 
important in portraiture to reflect true 
character and I think that’s what this 
image does.
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These four images are unsuccessful 
attempts when I placed the camera in 
my brother’s hands. I discovered that 
regardless of the settings you have on 
your camera, no-one else can capture 
the same image as you. I envisaged 
something completely different for these 
images but without proper framing 
and clear direction (such as: move 
your fringe away from your eyes) it 
was extremely difficult to achieve a 
successful image. 



Organizing Space 
From Etihad Stadium to Princes Bridge
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Introduction
For this assignment we were required 
to walk from Etihad Stadium to Princess 
Bridge and compose a photograph that 
contained three distinct spacial zones. 
The image also needed to be well 
exposed to show fine detail, including in 
shadows and highlighted areas. 

I completed the walk in two parts. 
The Etihad half was completed on an 
overcast day and the Princess Bridge 
half was completed on a sunny day. I 
much prefered shooting in the overcast 
conditions because more detail could be 
captured in those conditions, especially 
in shadows and on the water.

At the beginning I found it difficult to 
understand the three spatial zones and 
how to differentiate the three zones 
with real life examples. I decided to not 
only do some research but re-shoot 
the images I had taken. I believe this 
assignment helped me understand DOF 
to a greater extent. 

Next time, with a greater understanding 
of DOF, I would begin the walk early in 
the morning on an overcast day, that way 
I wouldn’t run out of time to shoot.  
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This image is my favourite by far. It 
reminds me of Henri Cartier Bresson’s 
image of the decisive moment. The 
three spatial zones: foreground is the 
pole located at the centre of the image, 
middle ground, the gentleman on the 
bike and the background is the Bolte 
Bridge. 

I was instantly drawn to the continuity 
of lines in this image.It gave the objects 
in the image direction, the cars and the 
bike are travelling in opposite directions 
and I wanted to maintain the focus on 
the middle of the image. 

Due to it being an overcast day, I believe 
the images that I captured would have a 
greater effect if I turned them into black 
and white and increase the contrast in 
Lightroom. The tones of the image are 
more prominent and it becomes a more 
powerful image. 

Original:  1/200, f8, 70mm, ISO200
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I was instantly drawn to the composition 
of this image because I wanted to 
establish the size of the building in 
comparison to people. Through DOF 
though, this gives an inaccurate 
perspective. If you were to take this as 
a true representation, the gentleman in 
the photo is bigger than the shed in the 
middle ground which isn’t the case. 

Similar to my previous image I wanted to 
convert this image into black and white 
in post production to highlight detail, 
even in the dark shadows, such as the 
reflections of the posts infront of the 
shed onto the water. 

The three spatial zones: foregound is the 
gentleman sitting down, middle ground is 
the boat shed and the background is the 
buildings.

Original:  1/200, f8, 55mm, ISO200
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I was intrigued by the reflections of the 
boat and the pier posts in the water of 
this image. For that reason I decided to 
change it to black and white to enhance 
those reflections but to also highlight 
the difference between the bridge and 
the boat. Because the sky appears to 
be predominantly white, it’s hard to 
differentiate the two. So, by increasing 
the contrast of the image, the different 
tones in the bridge and the boat stood 
out and the details in the clouds.

Once again perspective is distorted with 
this man who appears to be the same 
size as the boat in front of him.  

The spatial zones: foreground is the man 
seated on the stool, middle ground is the 
boat and the background is the bridge. 

Original:  1/200, f8, 70mm, ISO400
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Docklands, near Etihad is full of 
reflections and lines due to the water 
and modern architecture. Unlike my 
other images, I didn’t convert my image 
to black and white because I wanted 
to retain the vibrant colour of the Fish 
Bar. The colours are just as vibrant and 
in focus in the reflections. That would 
be lost if I had converted it to black and 
white. 

The three spatial zones: foreground 
is the reflection in the water, the 
middle ground is the Fish Bar and the 
background is the light pole behind the 
Fish Bar. 

Original:  1/200, f8, 109mm, ISO400
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Every time I catch the train I pass 
through this station. I like the idea of 
vanishing lines converging to the one 
place. I believe it’s one of my stronger 
images but not my strongest purely 
because the foreground isn’t that 
prominent and it could be missed at first 
glance. 

The three spatial zones: foreground is 
the train bracket holding up the cables, 
middle ground is the bridge and the 
background is the train. 

Original:  1/499, f6.3, 55mm, ISO400
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This image also contains vanishing 
points. The eye automatically is inclined 
to look at the posts with the signs on 
them at the beginning of the bridge, 
continue up the bridge and then up 
to the buildings behind it. This image 
also gives a distorted perspective. The 
distances between the poles appears to 
be only mm when in fact they’re actually 
one metre apart.  

The three spatial zones: foreground 
is the posts with the signs on them, 
middle ground is the bridge itself and the 
background is the buildings. 

Original:  1/499, f8, 41mm, ISO400
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I saw these gentlemen walking and 
followed them for a little along the Yarra 
River. I continually looked through my 
camera and found this the most pleasing 
composition and decided to snap. 
Instantly the human eye is drawn to the 
men in the image and that follows with 
the buildings in the background, down 
to the reflection in the water, the shrub 
along the banks and then back to the 
men. 

I decided to shoot at 40mm because 
18mm the men and the city buildings 
looked lost and very small in the image. 
Despite being a sunny day, the camera 
and I were placed in a shadow so I did 
have to increase my ISO from 200 to 
400 to avoid dark images. 

The three spatial zones: foreground is 
the men, the middle ground is the island 
to the left of screen and the background 
is the buildings. 

Original:  1/499, f11, 40mm, ISO400
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With this image I had to lighten the 
shrubs on the banks of the Yarra to 
ensure fine detail was seen in the 
image. I cropped closer in to the image, 
removing the distraction of an extra 
building making it easier for the eye to 
follow. 

The three spatial zones: foreground 
is the shrubs, the middle ground is 
the bridge and the background is the 
buildings.  

Original:  1/499, f11, 29mm, ISO400
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This large sculpture instantly grabbed 
my attention on the walk. It was so 
close to the city and I had never seen it 
before. I needed to crop this image to 
remove distractions in the image but I 
also boosted the colour in the sculpture 
because with the higher ISO and sunny 
conditions it was overexposed in some 
parts. 

The three spatial zones: foreground is 
the Stanley Parade inscripted block, 
the middle ground is the bridge and the 
background is the Eureka tower. 

Original:  1/499, f11, 18mm, ISO400
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It’s not my best image but I was 
intrigued, once again how DOF changes 
your perspective of objects in your 
images. I was interested that this bin 
appeared to be double the size of the 
gentleman fishing. I cropped the image 
because the man was otherwise lost 
in the image, there were too many 
disractions and you didn’t know what 
you were looking at. 

The three spatial zones: foreground is 
the bin, middle ground is the man fishing 
and the background is the buildings.  
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Despite not being considered one of 
my better images, I believe this image 
shows three distinct spacial zones which 
was pivoltal for the assignment. I don’t 
believe it was at the standard of my 
other assignments  because half of the 
image is out of focus. 

The three spatial zones: foreground is 
the wooden posts, the middle ground 
is the shed and the background is the 
buildings. 

Original:  1/200, f8, 55mm, ISO200
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I’m intrigued by 
portraiture

I thoroughly enjoy capturing emotions 
and expressions of those around me. 
For me, it’s a very important type of 
photography because the moments 
captured infront of the camera will be 
cherished forever by future generations.  

For this assignment, we were required 
to  chose a subject to photograph and 
chasing and exposing their personality. 

Working on this assignment, one of the 
things I found difficult was capturing my 
subject’s personality in an aethestically 
pleasing manner. I’m use to capturing 
expressions spontaneously and not in 
a photo shoot type enviroment. I also 
found it difficult to photograph a natural 
expression from my subjects who aren’t 
usually infront of the camera without 
provocation. 

In my first attempt of this assignment, I 
photographed my friend Jade and then 
in my second attempt I photographed 
my mum. I feel that both shoots were 
successful in their own way, showing two 
different people at two different stages 
of their lives. In saying that, I believe 
my mum’s shoot was more successful 
because they were able to expose her 
identity as opposed to Jade where I was 
mostly able just to expose her beauty.    
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During the shoot, I was reluctant to have 
a strong directive approach with my 
subjects when it came to the position 
they were in because I felt it would 
become more unnatural the more I asked 
of them.   

The one word I’d use to descibe Jade is 
classy. Everything she does is completed 
in an articulate and dignified way. She 
is easy going and loves to laugh a lot! 
Because she expresses a range of 
emotions naturally it made it much easier 
to photograph Jade. 
My mum is very similar to Jade but the 
one striking difference is her ability ro 
express emotions naturally.  
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profiles 
 
Jade
Age: 21

Ocupation: Graphic Designer

Traits:Appears quiet and reserved to 
people she has just met but once you get 
to know her she is a happy, beautiful and 
bubbly person.  

Aspirations: Hopes to work in the 
graphic design deparment of a book 
publisher. She would also like to head 
back to university and study editing. 

Trish
Age: 52

Ocupation: Customer Service Assistant 

Traits: She is a happy person, who, 
despite ecperiencing hardship still finds 
time to laugh at the simple things. 

Aspirations: Hopes to travel the world 
and watch her children succeed in their 
chosen fields. 



Original Image 1/100sec, 27mm, f4.5 at ISO1600
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I feel that this is the best image that 
exposes Jade’s quieter side. She is 
someone who contemplates options 
prior to making a decision. She is never 
rushed and always making sure she has 
done the right thing. 

I believe this image feels like we have 
caught her in the middle of a decision 
making process. Because of our 
friendship, I found it quite difficult to 
capture many photo’s like this one. 

The background is quite dark and their is 
sufficent light shining on her face which 
were all delibrate. I wanted to give the 
impression that she was coming out of 
her shell and I was exposing her identity.

This image has not been post produced 
and I don’t feel that it needs post 
production to lighten the background 
because that’s not the look I wanted to 
assist in telling her story.
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This is my favourite post produced image 
of my mum. I believe this image captures 
the essence of her life and the saturated 
tones also assit in telling that story. 

I wanted to bring out the lighter tones in 
the image to make her eyes stand out. 
Unfortunatley I didn’t get her to change 
her top so the black one she is wearing is 
rather distracting and I couldn’t crop the 
image to remove the distraction. I also 
wasn’t aware at the time that her fringe 
was covering her eyes to that extent. If I 
had the opportunity to do it again, I wold 
definitley change her top and move her 
fringe away from her face. 

Original Image 1/249sec, 55mm, f6.3 at ISO800
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With this image I wanted to capture her 
hair blowing in the wind and following the 
curves of the bark in the tree. 

I believe I achieved this with the use 
of the crop to emphasise the curves in 
her hair and the bark of the tree. I also 
applied a warmer tone to the image to lift 
the colour of her skin tone too because it 
looked quite ‘icy’ and cold. 

Original Image 1/125sec,51mm, f7.1at ISO400
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Original Image 1/100sec, 30mm, f4.5 at ISO1600

This image didn’t fit the brief because 
only half her face appearded in the frame 
when the requirement was to fit 3/4 to an 
full face in the frame. 

I believe this image shows the control I 
had in this shoot because it doesn’t need 
post production. 
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In this image, I got Jade to stand on her 
side facing the window with her head at 
45 degrees from the camera. I thought 
this would allow enough light to both 
sides of her face without the need for 
post production. In reality I should’ve 
used a reflector to highlight the right side 
of her face also. 

I felt that this image should be included, 
despute the lack of exposure because 
it’s true to her character and she tends 
to stand like that when she gets her own 
way and makes a joke. 

Original Image 1/100sec, 27mm, f4 at ISO1600
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This image is similar to the previous 
image but I wanted to experiment with 
different positions next to the window 
and discover what angle will get the best 
lighting on her face. 

I wanted to include this image because I 
believe I achieved the correct exposure 
on her face without a reflector. 

This image isn’t post produced and I 
believe it’s the better exposed image but 
she looks awkward the way she is placed 
in the frame. 

Original Image 1/100sec, 36mm, f4.5 at ISO1600
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Original Image 1/100sec, 34mm, f5.6 at ISO1600

The exposure in this image is completely 
different to those I’ve previously taken. 
Her left cheek is overexposed and the 
detail the top left side of the frame is 
difficult to see. Although this image is 
better exposed and more detail can be 
seen in this image, a reflector would’ve 
been perfect to evenly expose the image. 
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Original Image 1/100sec, 30mm, f4.5 at ISO1600

I feel that I needed to include this image 
because it shows a side of Jade that the 
other images don’t. 

Unedited, this came straight from the 
camera. I feel that most of the image 
is exposed correctly but her right eye 
appears to be well under exposed 
and lacks the detail that the other eye 
expresses. 
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In the original image I felt tht the over 
exposed background was too prominent 
and she was awkwardly positioned. 

I cropped the image and converted it 
to black and white in post production 
to emphasise the expression and 
heighten the expression on her face. The 
background was then less distracting and 
you could see the detail under her fringe 
of her eyes. 

Original Image 1/160sec, 30mm, f7.1 at ISO1600
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In this image the background was a 
distraction (including the vent at the 
bottom of the frame) and needed to be 
cropped. Because the tone of the bricks 
and her skin tone were very similar, I 
decided to convert it to black and white 
and use vignetting to fade the edges and 
in turn, emphasise her face. I didn’t crop 
the image even further because I wanted 
to allow some breathing space from her 
face to the edge of the frame. If I didn’t, it 
would appear as though she was locked 
in an enclosure. 

Original Image 1/125sec, 55mm, f7.1 at ISO400
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I continued to use the natural light to 
accuratley and evenly expose her face 
which I think I successfully achieved 
without over or under exposing the 
image. The bark on the tree followed 
the eye’s natural progression from left 
to right in line with her eye’s. I thought 
this was aesthetically pleasing to look at 
once the distractions were removed and 
the a ‘vintage’ filter was applied in iPhoto 
to add warmth to the image. 

Original Image 1/125sec, 55mm, f7.1 at ISO400
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I believe this is one of the better images 
in regards to being aesthetically pleasing 
mainly because of the reflection in her 
eye’s. I didn’t put this image as a full 
page, purely because it doesn’t expose 
much about her character like other 
images do but I decided to include this 
image to further deomnstate my control 
over camera settings in natural light. I 
cropped this image to make sure her 
eye’s stood out. 

Original Image 1/499sec, 51mm, f6.3 at ISO1600
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Shooting from a birdseye view is a 
very flattering angle when it comes 
to portraiture. I haven’t shot many 
images from a birds eye view because 
I was aiming to capture the subjects 
personality not beauty. 

In this image, although it doesn’t expose 
her character, I believe it reveals 
somthing about her - the beauty of her 
natural smile.

I used post production to enhance the 
image. I not only cropped the image 
but converted it to black and white to 
eliminate the distraction of the casted 
shadow in line with her eye’s across her 
hair. 

Original Image 1/249sec, 49mm, f6.3 at ISO800
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With this image, I chose to heavily crop 
and maintain her natural hair colour. I 
believe the face is completely in focus 
and her fringe isn’t a major distraction 
as it was in previous images. Her black 
top continues to be a distraction but 
I decided to include this image to not 
only further demonstate my control over 
camera settings but to show another 
side of my mum that hasn’t been seen in 
previous images. 

Original Image 1/400sec, 55mm, f6.3 at ISO800
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Research into the 
Vermeer Painting
Prior to this assignment, I had never seen 
or heard of the Vermeer painting. As I 
continued to research this new subject, I 
discoverd that there were four main parts 
to the image that needed to be in my final 
image. They were the window, the curtain 
on the right, the still life at the base of the 
image and then the subject holding onto 
something, like a piece of paper.  

We were required to compose a similar 
spatial arrangement to the original with 
the face in focus for this assignment. 

I organised my photo set-up at my kitchen 
window where the wall seperating the hot 
plates and the oven acted as the curtain, 
I placed a two-piece dinner set on the 
bench for my still life, the window was to 
the left of the frame and my subject was 
holding a piece of paper. My camera was 
set-up a metre away from the subject 
but this made lighting conditions difficult 
because a wall aligned with the camera 
was blocking the light and the still life 
appeared dark. I used a piece of foil to 
reflect light from the window onto the 
dinner set to brighten them up. It wasn’t 
too much of a problem because I had 
changed them to white plates from dark 
fruit in my first two unsuccessful shoots.

I decided to reshoot the Vermeer 
assignment a third time because in my 
first two attempts my subject was too tall 
and I alternated angles but it still didn’t 
work as successfully as my final attempt.   

If I had the opportunity to do this 
assignment again I would focus on 
replicating both the spatial composition 
and the emotion of the original image. 
I would also explore different facial 
expressions and body language. 
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I feel this photo best works in replicating 
the spacial arrangement of the original 
painting, but I feel it lacks the emotion 
and intimacy of it.

During the shoot, I paid too much 
attention to the organisation of the space 
and I didn’t really consider the true 
meaning of the original painting. 

In post production using iPhoto, I 
placed a ‘vintage’ lighting effect on the 
image to assist in the communication 
of the message in the original image. 
It provides a slight improvement but 
doesn’t properly replicate the original 
message.  

Original:  1/80, f3.5, 18mm, ISO400
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Although this photo doesn’t have the 
similar  spatial arrangements to the 
original, I believe this images best 
replicates the emotion of the original 
Vermeer painting. 

When exploring different angles, I 
discovered that this image is the closest 
to conveying the meaning of the original 
painting. 

I wanted to capture the moment he read 
a letter from his girlfriend after going to 
all this effort to make dinner, to have 
her say in the letter that she won’t be 
present. 

Original:  1/80, f3.5, 18mm, ISO400
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I feel this photo is one of the better 
images that replicates the spacial 
arrangement of the original painting, 
but again I feel it lacks the emotion and 
intimacy. 

Too much attention was paid to the 
organisation of the space rather than 
a combination of that and the emotion 
(facial expressions and body language) 
of the original painting. 

Original:  1/80, f3.5, 18mm, ISO400
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I feel this photo provided an alternative 
angle to the original painting, but not 
being able to see his eyes or facial 
expression makes it hard to imagine 
what he is thinking.

I decided to include this image because 
I felt that while it didn’t meet the brief, 
it represents another portrayal of the 
original, not a different expression or 
change of lighting, just another point of 
view on the situation. 

Original:  1/80, f3.5, 18mm, ISO400
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With this image I decided to change 
angles and get a different perspective. I 
thought this image would be more telling 
than what it actually appears to be. I 
didn’t take into consideration during the 
shoot not being able to see his face. It 
defeats the purpose of replicating the 
original image when you can’t see his 
facial expressions. All you can see is a 
blank piece of paper. 

Next time, I would make him turn his 
head around so I would be able to see 
an expression but also capture the photo 
on a lower angle. 

Original:  1/80, f4.5, 35mm, ISO400
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Once again I decided to experiment with 
different angles and EFL. I decided to 
shoot this image because I wanted to 
show what he was so upset about in the 
image. It simply doesn’t work because 
we are both staring at a blank page. If 
there had been text on the page that 
indicated why he is standing at the 
kitchen window with a tea towel draped 
over his shoulder, it may’ve had more 
of an impact. But without showing his 
face, it was always going to be difficult to 
communicate the emotion of the original 
image. 

Original:  1/80, f5.6, 47mm, ISO400
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These two images were my first and 
second attempts at the Vermeer painting. 
In both images I think the subject is too 
tall and the ceiling becomes a distraction 
in the image. 

The spatial arrangements otherwise are 
very similar but it’s difficult to understand 
the relationship between the fruit (and 
in the second image, the roses) and the 
subject in this image. There is no real 
clear storyline or emotion conveyed at 
all. 

Original:  1/160, f5.6, 18mm, ISO400

Original:  1/160, f3.5, 18mm, ISO800
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Research & Inspiration  

Animal Portraiture 
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Throughout my research into zoo 
animal photography I saw many 
beautiful images of these animals in 
what appeared to be open plains with 
no barriers or obstructions. After seeing 
images like that, I wanted to produce 
images that appeared as though I had 
just taken them on safari, not at an 
enclosure. 

I went to the zoo with a couple of friends 
and although we went as a group, 
everyone knew that the animals that I 
wanted to capture took preference. I 
wanted to shoot the Lion, the Tiger, the 
Zebra, the Elephant and the Giraffe, It 
wasn’t untill I arrived at the Zoo that I 
could see the potential to capture other 
animals. 

Out of all of my assignments, I enjoyed 
this assignment the most and it showed 
in my photographs in what I believe is 
my best assignment. 

For this assignment, we were to capture 
two sets of images. Close-up portraits 
where intrusions were to be dissolved 
and portrait’s with context where the 
animal would occupy less than 50% of 
the frame. 

With this assignment, I found it difficult to 
stalk animals when they were reluctant 
to move from the back of their enclosure 
and fencing was in the way. To overcome 
these problems I would be patient, 
stalk the animal and if intrustions were 
effecting the image, fix them in post 
production. 
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Meerkats forage in a group with one 
“sentry” on guard watching for predators 
while the others search for food. Baby 
meerkats do not start foraging for food 
until they are about 1 month old, and do 
so by following an older member of the 
group who acts as the pup’s tutor. The 
meerkat standing guard makes peeping 
sounds when all is well. If the meerkat 
spots danger, it barks loudly or whistles.

With this in mind, I wanted to capture 
the meerkat’s who were standing guard. 
There was a bunch scouraging for food 
behind these pictured meerkat’s and it 
was difficult to compose the image when 
there was so many of them.

I feel that this image best replicates the 
character and behaviour of a meerkat. I 
stalked the animal and finally captured 
that decisive moment when they were 
sentry. 

Original:  1/640, f6.3, 131mm, ISO400
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The Mandrill is a primate of the Old 
World monkey family,closely related to 
the baboons. Mandrills to live in large, 
stable groups called “hordes”. Males live 
a solitary lifestyle, and only enter hordes 
when females are receptive to mating. 
Males fight for breeding rights and when 
they become the alpha male, it results in 
an increase of reddening of sexual skin 
on the face and genitalia, When a male 
loses dominance or its alpha status, 
the reverse happens, although the blue 
ridges remain brightened.

Knowing this, I wanted to capture the 
bright colours of their mouth as that what 
appeals to me. 

I had to stalk this animal for quite some 
time to get this image because it was 
determined to sit with it’s back to me. 
When it did turn around, I had a relatively 
fast shutter speed but it was difficult to 
shoot because of the lack of light. I had 
bumped up my ISO and widened my 
aperture to ensure I had enough light. 

I feel that this image best captures the 
varying colours in the Mandrill’s face.  

Original:  1/160, f6.3, 146mm, ISO400
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The Tiger has the most recognizable 
feature in its pattern of dark vertical 
stripes on reddish-orange fur with a 
lighter underside. They are powerful 
animals and their distinct pattern makes 
them stand out from a mile away in a 
mostly-green enviroment. 

I was intrigued by their colour and pattern 
which is what I wanted to be the essence 
of my image. Unfortunatley, despite 
constant attempts at visiting the animal 
I was unable to get a better image that 
showcased its distinct patterns. 

I still think this is a powerful image, 
like the animal because it appears to 
be looking at the camera, in focus and 
without suffering from camera shake, 
despite shooting at 1/60. 

Original:  1/60, f6.3, 250mm, ISO400
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I look at the Orangutan and admire 
it’s facial similarities to humans. I was 
amazed by how remarkably similar they 
are and I wanted to capture a close-up of 
the Orangutan’s facial features to show 
that. 

I found it difficult to shoot the orangutan 
because I had to shoot it through glass 
and hundreds of children taking the best 
vantage points on their visit to the zoo 
on school holidays. Not the best time to 
visit the zoo but I believe with this image 
I dissoved the intrusions quite well on my 
55-250mm kit lens. 

The primary eye is in focus but the 
secondary eye is not. In this case I 
should’ve changed my aperture but I was 
able to retain a lot of detail in the primary 
eye. You can even see the reflection of 
the two cardboard rolls the Orangutan 
was playing with in the primary eye. 

Original:  1/80, f6.3, 250mm, ISO400
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In my first image of the Orangutan I was 
in admiration of its similar facial features 
to humans and that admiration didn’t 
stop there.I continued to explore that in 
this image but also the characteristics 
of human it was trying to replicate. I was 
intrigued by the Orangutan’s ability and 
willingness to use the cardboard roll as a 
cigarette. 

I amazed myself with my ability 
to dissove the dirty glass window 
seperating the Orangutan and the 
camera. I thought the intrusion was 
going to be obvious but moving into 
different positions so the reflection 
wasn’t evident paid off.

In post production I converted the 
image to black and white and increased 
exposure to enhance the finer darker 
details, particularily in the hands or the 
Orangutan.

Original:  1/80, f6.3, 208mm, ISO400
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Giraffe’s are the tallest living terrestrial 
animal on the planet and its chief 
distinguishing characteristics are its 
extremely long neck and legs. I’m 
intrigued by the size of the Giraffe and 
wanted to show its stature in relation to 
a tall tree in the enclosure. Because the 
enclosure was quite open and spacious, 
this image was easier to capture than 
other images at the zoom. 

In post production I boosted the colour 
and exposure in the shadows of the 
image to highlight the detail hiding in the 
darker parts of the tree. 

Original:  1/249, f6.3, 24mm, ISO400
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The Koala is popularly known as the Koala 
bear because of its bear-like appearance 
and leaves make-up the animals diet. 
Because this eucalypt diet provides them 
with only low nutrition and energy, koalas 
are largely sedentary and sleep for up to 
20 hours a day. So, I wanted to capture the 
animal when it was in the process of eating 
because that’s the main activity that fills 
their day. 

Koala’s don’t have to hunt for their food 
because it is generally readily available 
when they’re feeling hungry. What 
interested me most about my image is that 
the Koala appears to be placid and at ease 
when selecting its food. 

Although that’s how it appeared in the 
image, the Koala doesn’t sit still for very 
long when they’re eating. I discovered they 
move from tree-to-tree and it’s difficult to 
capture without a higher shutter speed. I 
was lucky that I captured the Koala when it 
was still but most of my images were blurry 
at 1/100 and I had to push it up to 1/250. 

In post production I didn’t need to adjust the 
colour in this image as it was set on custom 
white balance and I cropped the image to 
emphasise the relationship between the 
koala and the leaves. 

Original:  1/100, f6.3, 200mm, ISO400
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I walked over to the Hamadryas 
Baboon’s enclosure and was instantly 
intrigued by the animals seated 
position on top of the rock. Similar to 
the Orangutan, it was a very human-
like pose and I wanted to capture the 
creature as if it was pondering a thought.

Unfortunatley my focus wasn’t aimed at 
the animal and the camera read the focal 
point being the rick and grass in front of 
the animal. If I had’ve altered the f-stop 
this would’ve improved the focus of the 
animal and it wouldn’t be as blurry. 

Despite this hiccup, the Hamadryas 
Baboon was one of the easier images to 
shoot because of its open enclosure and 
willingness to stay seated on the rock. 

In post production I changed the colour 
of the images to see which worked 
best and I also cropped the image to 
focus more on the animal in the midst of 
making a decision. I feel that the warmer 
tone worked best because it accentuated  
Hamadryas Baboon’s colour.   

Original:  1/400, f6.3, 250mm, ISO400
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The Lion is the second-largest living cat 
after the tiger. The male lion is easily 
recognised by its mane, and its face 
is one of the most widely recognised 
animal symbols. Being a large, fierce 
creature I wanted to capture the Lion in 
its natural enviroment with the size of its 
mane recognizable from a distance. 

This was the only image I was able to 
take as they were pacing alongside 
their cages before, they were fed. All 
the images obtained a large chunk of 
meat in the frame that was distracting 
and not visually appealing. In terms 
of composition and capturing the true 
nature of a Lion, I think this image is my 
best image of the Lion shots.

In post production I converted the 
image to black and white to dissolve the 
intrusion of the metal fence surrounding 
the enclosure. The Lion was definitley 
one of the more difficult animals to 
capture on the day due to its enclosure 
and feeding times.   

Original:  1/400, f6.3, 250mm, ISO400
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Pinniped’s, know as Seals, are fin-footed 
mammals which have a blubber coat that 
amazingly repels water and provides 
the Seal with a layer of insulation.  I was 
intrigued by their coat and their posture 
outside the water and wanted to capture 
the moment before they slided into the 
water. 

It was difficult to capture this animal 
because they were frequently pacing 
under water and only coming up above 
the water for a brief period of time before 
sliding back in. 

In post production I boosted the colour 
of the image and decreased the level of 
exposure so more detail could be shown 
in the Seal’s coat and in the water. 

Original:  1/200, f6.3, 131mm, ISO400
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Although these images of the Mandrill, 
after post production, create an 
aesthetically pleasing image with the 
sweeping curves, the entire image is out 
of focus. It doesn’t fit the brief technically 
but I really do like the placement of the 
objects in the frame and that’s why I 
decided to include it. 

Original:  1/160, f6.3, 250mm, ISO400
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I’m unsure of the name of this bird 
and it didn’t feature on the under the  
Melbourne Zoo’s animal section on their 
website. But, I wanted to include this 
image of the bird because I believe I 
have created an aesthetically pleasing 
composition in this image with the 
continuous curves of both the bird and 
the tree branch. 

This image isn’t one of my final images 
because it has too many distractions in 
the background that can’t be altered in 
post production. Despite this I boosted 
the colour of the image to ensure 
the detail on the log would be more 
prominent than of those logs in the water 
in the background. Unfortunatley they 
still prove to be problematic. 

Original:  1/400, f6.3, 84mm, ISO400
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Whilst this image of elephants is quite an 
interesting image, I wanted to replicate 
a similar image I found in my research 
of the Zebra. I was really intrigued by 
the detail of the eye and the animal 
composed in the one frame. 

Unfortunatley this image didn’t meet 
the brief because it was out of focus 
but I wanted to include it to show that I 
investigated the concept explored in my 
research. 

Original:  1/160, f6.3, 171mm, ISO400
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Although this image doesn’t fit the brief, 
I think it was important to put in because 
it demonstates my ability to frame an 
image. My shutter speed was too slow 
on this occassion as the elephants were 
moving quite quickly and I by the time 
the shutter had went off they had already  
crossed paths.

In post production I converted the image 
to black and white to enhance the 
detailed cracks on the elephant closest 
to the camera because the one behind 
is out of focus, suffering from camera 
shake. 

Original:  1/200, f6.3, 79mm, ISO400
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I’m intrigued by they eye’s of animals. 
I think they express what the animal is 
thinking and feeling and can be quite 
revealing, which is what’s required in 
animal portraiture. 

What I learnt from the zoo assignment 
was to not only observe the animal 
you’re trying to capture but its 
surroundings and the impact of the 
lighting conditions  and how you can use 
it to your advantage in your image. 
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Introduction
For this assignment we were required to 
capture the light and atmosphere of the 
cathedral but also the scale and volume of 
the interior. 

I went to St Patrick’s Cathedral with the 
class and I believe was able to capture the 
beauty of the interior and present it as a 
portrait of a building. 

Because I only had my 18-55mm kit lens 
at my disposal, I ensured my focal length 
stayed at 18mm for most of the time to get 
the widest DOF and as much of the image 
in focus as possible.

I found it difficult in this assignment to 
make sure the entire image was in focus 
and achieving correct exposure with 
the amount of highlights and shadows 
inside the cathedral. I felt that with a wide 
aperture and increased ISO it allowed 
me correctly expose the image in those 
conditions. The shutter speed also allowed 
me to capture correctly exposed images. 
Despite the shutter speed being very 
slow, I felt that with my steady hand I was 
able to get the camera to focus in difficult 
lighting conditions without a tripod.

Next time, I would chose to trial different 
settings more freely and bring a tripod just 
in case I need to use slow shutter speeds. 
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I was extremely happy with my ability to 
expose the highlights and shadows in 
this photo considering the poor lighting 
conditions. The artificial lights that the 
church put on for us helped show the 
details in the darker parts of the roof. 
Although I attempted to decrease the 
exposure of the window created by the 
light beaming through the stained glass 
windows it still appears over-exposed in 
that part of the image but it surrounds 
still managed to stay in focus with my 
slow shutter speed.     

Original:  1/10, f4, 18mm, ISO800
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As you can see with this photo, the 
inclusion of people in this image is 
extremely important to understand the 
sheer the size of the Cathedral. Without 
people in the image it’s difficult to 
communicate how enormous it really is 
because there is nothing in the image to 
provide scale otherwise and the enormity 
of the establishment is lost.  

Original:  1/15, f4, 18mm, ISO800
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This is one of my favourite images 
from this assignment just because 
the balance between exposures was 
acuratley acheived unlike my first image. 
The detail in the pane glass window 
is retained and you’re able to see the 
variations of colours and not just this 
blinding white light. 

Original:  1/80, f5.6, 18mm, ISO800
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To emphasise the fact that this is a holy 
place, I decided to place myself behind 
the woman and make sure the light was 
directly behind her providing a glow 
around her head and casting a shadow 
on the floor of the cathedral. 

In Lightroom I increased the exposure 
in the ceiling so you could see much 
more detail but I wanted to keep the lady 
under exposed to emphasise the halo 
around her head. 

Original:  1/25, f3.5, 18mm, ISO800
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Close to ground level, at the base of the 
alter I found these remarkable reflections 
of the window located beside the alter. 

I decided to covert this image to black 
and white because it was much more 
effective tonally and the little colour that 
appeared in the image was critical to the 
success of the image. 

Original:  1/25, f5.6, 18mm, ISO800
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I was keen to make the alter a feature 
of the centre of the cathedral so with 
the assistance of Lightroom, I slightly 
cropped the image and increased the 
exposure in the under-exposed areas. 

Editing the image in this way was pivotal 
in emphasising the importance of the 
detail surrounding the alter and what 
makes it so iconic.

Original:  1/10, f4, 18mm, ISO800
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With this image, I wanted to capture 
the repetition of the arches, and the 
continuety in the details of the ceiling. 
I was unhappy with how much of the 
column I included in the right of the 
image. It was drawing a focus more to 
that column than the ones in front of it. 

In Lightroom, I cropped the image and 
slighly increased the exposure in the 
darker parts of the image so I was able 
to show retain the fine detail. 

Original:  1/10, f4, 18mm, ISO800
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Once again I used the gentleman taking 
a photograph on his tripod to provide 
scope and understand the size of not 
only the cathedral but the importance of 
the alter with so much space around it.  
 

Original:  1/15, f4, 23mm, ISO800
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Similar to a couple of my images in 
the Etihad assignment, I was keen to 
capture a single vanishing point, with the 
obvious repetition of lines disappear into 
the centre of the photo. 

What stood out inthis shot was that the 
pilars created a frame around the image 
and the stain glass window in the centre 
of the image provides a ‘light at the end 
of the tunnel’ effect.

Original:  1/20, f4, 18mm, ISO800
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As with my other images I have 
continued to use people to show how 
large the cathedral really is. 

I am not happy with the framing of this 
image because the two characters look 
lost. Ideally I would’ve liked them to be 
placed in the bottom left hand corner to 
heighten their significance in the image. 
Unfortunatley I could’t post produce this 
image because it became too blurry 
when I placed the two men in the bottom 
left of the frame. 

Original:  1/10, f4, 18mm, ISO800
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Unfortunatley this image is blurry and 
suffers from camera shake. I was in a 
hurry to capture the decisive moment 
when the flash triggered as the man was 
praying. I forgot that I had a slow shutter 
speed that need a pair of steady hands. 

Original:  1/15, f4.5, 33mm, ISO800
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Introduction
For this assignment we were required 
to explore the hustle and bustle of the 
Victoria Market in a pictorial essay 
which included the meat, seafood and 
delicatessen departments.

The Victoria Market sells everything from 
fresh food to second hand goods and 
you’ll find a variety of people visiting the 
market for different reasons. 

The series of photographs were to tell 
a story about the Victoria Market and 
that’s where I believe I went wrong. I had 
a rough idea about the theme I chose, 
people, but I didn’t establish a clear 
message that I wanted to sell through my 
images.  

I went to the market with the intention 
of capturing images of different types 
of people at the market, from buyers to 
sellers but didn’t plan beyond that extent. 

Not planning out more specifically what 
I was going to shoot was detrimental to 
this assignment as there was no clear 
link (apart from being at the Victoria 
Market) between the various topics in 
my photographic essay which I would 
choose to rectify if I had the chance to 
complete a pictorial essay again.  



Food 
for the 

PEOPLE
at Victoria Market
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sedi consequate nonem nitibus 
molentior auditatios ut et ideliquae 
vernam quas inci tem qui aritas 
quibeaquam fugiatemo ipsum 
nobisciae comnihi ctiatinctur, 
veliquae volori sinciducit vent harum, 
coriatus, arciur sim ipsam quas 
consequunt et ratur aut es utas as 
magnihil et quas atiscieniae pre por 
sima dem. Nam elit, volut alis dolut 
renduci magni-
molor rerisserum archiliqui quo 
tecus aritaquaspid ut facimusam 
utatio enis molut ut ipietur erfersp 
icaborep- ta volecum quistissita 

quosseque perum sunt mo quidusa 
ndipidit quam latur aceatenis et 
utatur? Sus sinihitatias soluptatem 
as des quuntenit et ea consequ 
aestistias int quaecti asitatur sunt 
faccus quamusdae por sitat ipsum 
faci non es modi ut ant quosandit, 
nullautet res am, quisquo cullori con 
consequatur res dionsed
ut atquia volutem sum que magnis 
exerum eos aliquun- tur? Ed eliqui 
aute placcabo. Sus sinihitatias 
soluptatem as des quuntenit et 
ea consequ aestistias int quaecti 
asitatur sunt faccus quamusdae por 
sitat ipsum faci non es modi ut ant 
quosandit, nullautet res am, quisquo 
cullori con consequatur res dionsed
ut atquia volutem sum que magnis 
exerum eos aliquun- tur? X



Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita quuntio 
nsequam nis a ni sundisque 
nientus dandemodiant as- 
intor resequidel mos estis 
volest, sequis si officiae. Ol- 
orias aliquis con parchiciisti 
nobis audi rem et ommod 
et lame laccusandae. Ut do- 
lupta paris explam, quatecto 
esciunto oditatur sum aut 
odis pre plabore henectae 
vel erferitasit incturia comnis 
dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.

Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut fugite 
occusda dese qui venist 
omnitia venis magnamet as 
mo volesse quibusdae se 
labori tectus necturia.

We YELL to SELL

Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita quuntio 
nsequam nis a ni sundisque 
nientus dandemodiant as- 
intor resequidel mos estis 
volest, sequis si officiae. Ol- 
orias aliquis con parchiciisti 
nobis audi rem et ommod 
et lame laccusandae. Ut do- 
lupta paris explam, quatecto 
esciunto oditatur sum aut 
odis pre plabore henectae 
vel erferitasit incturia comnis 
dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 

voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut fugite 
occusda dese qui venist 
omnitia venis magnamet 
as mo volesse quibusdae 
se labori tectus necturia. 
Quistrume dolupis soluptate 
iliquidistio ven- impe 
dioratatis se eium, quis id 
quiam, sequiam id moditate 
suntur aut fugite occusda 
dese qui venist omnitia venis 
magnamet as mo volesse 
quibusdae se labori tectus. 



Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita 
quuntio nsequam nis 
a ni sundisque nientus 
dandemodiant as- intor 
resequidel mos estis volest, 
sequis si officiae. 
“Ol- orias aliquis 
con parchiciisti 
nobis audi rem et 
ommod et lame 
laccusandae.”
 Ut do- lupta paris explam, 
quatecto esciunto oditatur 
sum aut odis pre plabore 
henectae vel erferitasit 
incturia comnis dus 
velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 

quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? sumquis 
eos quias ape si tem quam 
sitiatem quas nonectiatur 
sitasimet mi, voluptat. Tur? 



Lamb, Beef or Pork?
Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita quuntio 
nsequam nis a ni sundisque 
nientus dandemodiant as- 
intor resequidel mos estis 
volest, sequis si officiae. Ol- 
orias aliquis con parchiciisti 
nobis audi rem et ommod 
et lame laccusandae. Ut do- 
lupta paris explam, quatecto 
esciunto oditatur sum aut 
odis pre plabore henectae 
vel erferitasit incturia comnis 
dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 

offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut Aque 

Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita quuntio 
nsequam nis a ni sundisque 
nientus dandemodiant as- 

intor resequidel mos estis 
volest, sequis si officiae. Ol- 
orias aliquis con parchiciisti 
nobis audi rem et ommod 
et lame laccusandae. Nis 
a ni sundisque nientus 
dandemodiant as- intor 
resequidel mos estis.



Feeling Fishy?

Ugitinus dolorro bernatur aut volorit volorem aut ei- unt 
molores dolupta tionem. Rat hillore earunte sant. Alis 
pos ellaut fuga. Sequi teceaque ipsus etur ad est fuga. 

Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita 
quuntio nsequam nis 
a ni sundisque nientus 
dandemodiant as- intor 

resequidel mos estis volest, 
sequis si officiae. Ol- orias 
aliquis con parchiciisti nobis 
audi rem et ommod et lame 
laccusandae. Ut do- lupta 
paris explam, quatecto 
esciunto oditatur sum aut 
odis pre plabore henectae 
vel erferitasit incturia comnis 

dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 

mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut fugite 
occusda dese qui venist 
omnitia venis magnamet as 
mo volesse quibusdae se 
labori tectus necturia.
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest, sin 
raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest.



Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita 
quuntio nsequam nis 
a ni sundisque nientus 
dandemodiant as- intor 
resequidel mos estis volest, 
sequis si officiae. Ol- orias 
aliquis con parchiciisti nobis 
audi rem et ommod et lame 
laccusandae. Ut do- lupta 
paris explam, quatecto 
esciunto oditatur sum aut 

odis pre plabore henectae 
vel erferitasit incturia comnis. 
Aque nonsequo to quam eum 
quia cullaut quid magnisquae 
optat voloren ihicaersped 
quibus et ex- cesto ist vendi 
simagnisto iliquiatur aute 
audita quuntio nsequam 
nis a ni sundisque nientus 
dandemodiant as- intor 
resequidel mos estis volest, 
sequis si officiae. Aque 
nonsequo to quam eum quia 
cullaut quid magnisquae 
optat voloren ihicaersped 
quibus et ex- cesto ist vendi.

Dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? 

“Quistrume dolupis 
soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis 
se eium, quis id 
quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut 
fugite occusda dese 
qui venist omnitia 
venis magnamet 
as mo volesse 
quibusdae se labori 
tectus necturia.”
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest, sin 
raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest. dus 
velitiaero im quodis as- 

perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut fugite 
occusda dese qui venist 
omnitia venis magnamet as 
mo volesse quibusdae se 
labori tectus necturia.
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest, sin 
raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest. dus 
velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.



Smokin’ Food!

Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita quuntio 
nsequam nis a ni sundisque 
nientus dandemodiant as- 
intor resequidel mos estis 
volest, sequis si officiae. Ol- 
orias aliquis con parchiciisti 
nobis audi rem et ommod 
et lame laccusandae. Ut do- 
lupta paris explam, quatecto 
esciunto oditatur sum aut 
odis pre plabore henectae 
vel erferitasit incturia comnis 
dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 

faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium. 

Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita quuntio 
nsequam nis a ni sundisque 
nientus dandemodiant as- 
intor resequidel mos estis 
volest, sequis si officiae. Ol- 
orias aliquis con parchiciisti 
nobis audi rem et ommod 
et lame laccusandae. Ut do- 
lupta paris explam, quatecto 
esciunto oditatur sum aut 
odis pre plabore henectae 
vel erferitasit incturia comnis 
dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.

Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut fugite 
occusda dese qui venist 
omnitia venis magnamet as 
mo volesse quibusdae se 
labori tectus necturia.

Ugitinus dolorro bernatur aut volorit volorem aut ei- unt 
molores dolupta tionem. Rat hillore earunte sant. Alis 
pos ellaut fuga. Sequi teceaque ipsus etur ad est fuga. 



Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita quuntio 
nsequam nis a ni sundisque 
nientus dandemodiant as- 
intor resequidel mos estis 
volest, sequis si officiae. Ol- 
orias aliquis con parchiciisti 
nobis audi rem et ommod 
et lame laccusandae. Ut do- 
lupta paris explam, quatecto 
esciunto oditatur sum aut 
odis pre plabore henectae 
vel erferitasit incturia comnis 
dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 

tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut fugite 
occusda dese qui venist 
omnitia venis magnamet 
as mo volesse quibusdae 
se labori tectus necturia. 
Quistrume dolupis soluptate 
iliquidistio ven- impe 
dioratatis se eium, quis id 
quiam, sequiam id moditate 
suntur aut fugite occusda 
dese qui venist omnitia venis 
magnamet as mo volesse 
quibusdae se labori tectus. 
necturia.

Aque nonsequo to quam eum 
quia cullaut quid magnisquae 
optat voloren ihicaersped 
quibus et ex- cesto ist vendi 
simagnisto iliquiatur aute 
audita quuntio nsequam 
nis a ni sundisque nientus 
dandemodiant as- intor 
resequidel mos estis volest, 
sequis si officiae. Ol- orias 
aliquis con parchiciisti nobis 

audi rem et ommod et lame 
laccusandae. Ut do- lupta 
paris explam, quatecto 
esciunto oditatur sum aut 
odis pre plabore henectae vel 
erferitasit incturia comnis dus 
velitiaero im quodis as- perion 
nulpa autat optatem quuntia 
voluptatis volum faccum eos 
nos doluptatesti offictur? 
Quiberi squaepro molum et.

Ugitinus dolorro bernatur aut volorit volorem aut ei- unt 
molores dolupta tionem. Rat hillore earunte sant. Alis 
pos ellaut fuga. Sequi teceaque ipsus etur ad est fuga. 

Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 

ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut fugite 
occusda dese qui venist 
omnitia venis magnamet 
as mo volesse quibusdae 
se labori tectus necturia. 
Quistrume dolupis soluptate 
iliquidistio ven- impe 
dioratatis se eium, quis id 
quiam, sequiam id moditate 
suntur aut fugite occusda 
dese qui venist omnitia venis 
magnamet as mo volesse 
quibusdae se labori tectus. 



EAT and SHOP

Aque nonsequo to quam 
eum quia cullaut quid 
magnisquae optat voloren 
ihicaersped quibus et ex- 
cesto ist vendi simagnisto 
iliquiatur aute audita 

quuntio nsequam nis 
a ni sundisque nientus 
dandemodiant as- intor 
resequidel mos estis volest, 
sequis si officiae. Ol- orias 
aliquis con parchiciisti nobis 

Dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? 

“Quistrume dolupis 
soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis 
se eium, quis id 
quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut 
fugite occusda dese 
qui venist omnitia 
venis magnamet 
as mo volesse 
quibusdae se labori 
tectus necturia.”
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest, sin 
raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest. dus 

velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut fugite 
occusda dese qui venist 
omnitia venis magnamet as 
mo volesse quibusdae se 
labori tectus necturia.
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest, sin 
raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest. dus 
velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.



It’s a FAMILY day 

Dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? ape si 
tem quam sitiatem quas 
nonectiatur sitasimet mi, 
voluptat. Tur? 

“Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate 
iliquidistio ven- 
impe dioratatis 
se eium, quis id 
quiam, sequiam 
id moditate suntur 
aut fugite occusda 
dese qui venist 
omnitia venis 
magnamet as mo 
volesse quibusdae 
se labori tectus 
necturia.”
Aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest, sin 
raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 

Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae non 

poriore peresti voluptat et 
ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut fugite 
occusda dese qui venist 
omnitia venis magnamet as 
mo volesse quibusdae se 
labori tectus necturia.
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest, sin 
raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 



Dus velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.

Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 

quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? 

aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest, sin 
raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest. dus 
velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 

molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 
ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam. 

Fresh from 
the MARKET



Aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest, sin 
raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
aut il ipsunt fugia se- quo 
voleseq uundipis dest. dus 
velitiaero im quodis as- 
perion nulpa autat optatem 
quuntia voluptatis volum 
faccum eos nos doluptatesti 
offictur? Quiberi squaepro 
molum et veratus.
Ad ma commolu ptatiber- 

ovid qui dolenihictat facipsa 
ndiosti osapiet adit, quaesti 
alicia doloris aut aut molum 
voluptio dolor sam, offic 
tecus, aut il ipsunt fugia se- 
quo voleseq uundipis dest, 
sin raestru ptatio. Ut aperibe 
ribusci piciissunt offictiae 
non poriore peresti voluptat 
et ut alitae volo cum nihictur 
minctur, sumquis eos quias 
ape si tem quam sitiatem 
quas nonectiatur sitasimet 
mi, voluptat. Tur? Quistrume 
dolupis soluptate iliquidistio 
ven- impe dioratatis se eium, 
quis id quiam, sequiam id 
moditate suntur aut fugite. 
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Hosiers Lane 
A Photo Story

assignment nine

09
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Introduction
In this assignment we were required 
to create or event a photo story into 
a visual narrative as if it was read in 
a comic book. We needed to have 
at least three characters in the story 
and captions were not to assist in the 
communication of this story. 

After I had taken the images for this 
assignment I realised that I hadn’t done 
anywhere near enough research to gain 
a better understanding of the concept 
and what the assignment was asking 
for. I failed to complete a story board, 
I had only drawn up one in my head 
prior to the shoot. I also didn’t look at 
enough comic books to get a feel for 
the structure. This was all evident in the 
outcome of my assignment. 

In my visualised story board, I wanted 
to use the graffiti on the wall to create 
an evil character that would act as the 
bad guy in my story. I then wanted to 
use people to play out the other types of 
roles. 

I decided to ask a couple of friends to 
help me out with this assignment and 
play the characters in my photo story. 
Because they were rushed and only had 
a limited amount of time they could be at 
Hosier’s Lane, it put me under pressure 
and I let it get to me when I shouldn’t 
have. Distracted, I didn’t capture a 
variety of angles and didn’t ask my 
friends to do enough scenes on the day. 
Since none of them were actors it also 
made it difficult to get them to properly 
communicate the meaning of the story 
and show the correct expressions on 
their face.   
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Despite all the problems I encountered 
with this assignment it is an interesting 
way to communicate a story to the 
viewer. If I had the time I would love to 
re-shoot the assignment because with 
the deeper understanding of the concept  
I believe I would be able to successfully 
fulfil the brief. 

Synopsis

My story begins with Eli, a tourist visiting 
Melbourne who finds herself lost in 
an alley way. Unaware of the dubious 
creatures around her, she continues to 
look at her map and figure out where she 
is. 

The graffiti hulk of Hosier’s Lane 
attempts to abduct Eli but the Lane’s 
good guys, Simon and Scott, see this 
unfolding. They approach the hulk and 
point their guns at the large character, 
killing him with four gun shots. 

Eli is eventually in safe hands and 
ecstatic about being free again and the 
good guys take her out of the lane and 
point her in the right direction.  

Eli - the lost girl.

Scott - one of the good guys who saves Eli.

Simon - one of the good guys who saves Eli.



Let the story begin...







The End!
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